Precision Sound Analyser Nor145

THE WHOLE PICTURE RIGHT AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Innovative sound instrumentation
TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHTS
IEC 61672 Class 1 | 4.3” colour touch screen | 120 dB range, max RMS 137dB | 0.4-20 kHz in 1/3 octave | FFT in parallel with 1/3 octave | Simultaneous A, C, Z weighting | Simultaneous Fast, Slow & Impulse | Profile A, B and Moving | Audio recording | IP camera and weather station connectivity | SD card | 3G/4G LTE modem | GPS | LAN, WiFi, USB & RS232 | Dimensions 235x82x29 mm | Weight 535g

MAIN FEATURES
Large colour touchscreen | Easy and intuitive use | Easy connectivity & remote access to NorCloud and NorRemote | Onboard Building Acoustics | Optimized for NorReview software | Seamless integration with Nor850 software for Building Acoustics & Sound Power measurements